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In our experiment, neon is used since K- and L-shell
ionization is accessible with the AMOS beam line photon
energy range. Previous studies [7,8] have shown that the
high fluence LCLS x rays produce in a single pulse highly
charged neon ions through a series of one-photon absorp-
tion and relaxation (Auger and fluorescence) processes
(see, e.g., Fig. 1 in Ref. [8]). This allowed us to study
the possibility of direct two-photon ionization of helium-
like neon, Ne8!. We used 2 different photon energies,
above (1225 eV) and below (1110 eV) the Ne8! K-shell
threshold at 1196 eV. As depicted in Fig. 1(a), Ne9! can
be produced by one- or two-photon absorption, respec-
tively. Consequently, above the edge, a linear dependence
on fluence results for the Ne9!=Ne8! ratio, while below
this energy a quadratic response is expected. The photon
energy below the edge was chosen so that it is still above
Ne6! K-shell ionization energy (1096 eV) (to efficiently
produce Ne8! target through a sequence of 1s ionizations
and Auger decays), but below the K-shell edge of Ne7! to
try to minimize pathways for the production of Ne9! that
do not include the ground state Ne8! (see Fig. 5 in
Ref. [7]).

Ionic charge state distributions are measured using a
Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight ion spectrometer. The pulse
energy is measured independently by a calibrated gas
detector [9] and controlled using a variable-pressure N2

gas attenuator cell. The pulse duration is inferred from the
measured electron bunch duration. The spectrometer data,
as well as other LCLS and end-station diagnostic informa-
tion, e.g., electron beam energy, x-ray energy, are recorded
for each x-ray pulse, which allows for postexperiment
sorting.

Critical for observing a nonlinear direct two-photon
absorption, similar to that illustrated in Fig. 1(a), is a
high intensity x-ray beam that is free of harmonic spectral
contamination. The high intensity condition is easily

satisfied by tight focusing of the x-ray beam (" 2 !m2)
using a Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirror pair. The x-ray
fluence on target was determined using theoretical calcu-
lations to match the neon ions’ charge state distributions
[8]. Details on the modeling follow further in the text. Our
analysis shows that the fluence on target is "15 kJ=cm2,
for a 1.5 mJ pulse, or, alternately, an intensity of
2# 1017 W=cm2 for a pulse of 100 fs duration.
The harmonic spectral content of the x-ray beam, inher-

ent to saturated FEL operation, is a more challenging issue
for a nonlinear measurement. Accordingly, the AMOS
beam line was designed to minimize this radiation by using
boron carbide optics (transport and KB mirrors) that have a
cutoff at 2 keV [10]. The optics reflectivity effectively
reduces the third-harmonic content (1% of the total energy)
over the full tuning range (0.8–2 keV), but the weaker
second harmonic (" 0:01%) is more problematic [11].
All the reported measurements were safely conducted
above 1.1 keV photon energy where the optics provide
>102 additional harmonic suppression, thus reducing the
second-harmonic content to less than 10$6 with respect to
the fundamental beam.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the measured charge state

distributions (black bars) at the 2 photon energies. Clearly
Ne9! is observed in both cases although with less abun-
dance (" 1%) below threshold, as opposed to"10% above

FIG. 1. Illustration of Ne9! production. (a) Direct process
through one-photon (1") or two-photon (2") ionization of
Ne8!, depending on the photon energy. (b) Indirect process first
ionizes Ne6! into Ne7!% excited state. Before Auger decay
occurs, which would otherwise direct through (a), a valence
electron is photoionized to produce Ne8!% that can also be
subsequently ionized into Ne9!.

FIG. 2. Charge state distributions produced by (a) 1225 eV
(1.45 mJ) and (b) 1110 eV (1.27 mJ) beams. Black: experiment
(the detection efficiency for the different charge states is adjusted
using the procedure of Ref. [8]). White: model used in Ref. [7].
Gray: improved model accounting for shakeoff processes. The
striped bar in (b) incorporates the adjusted #&2' needed to
reproduce the Ne9! production below threshold.
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The nonlinear absorption mechanisms of neon atoms to intense, femtosecond kilovolt x rays are

investigated. The production of Ne9! is observed at x-ray frequencies below the Ne8!, 1s2 absorption

edge and demonstrates a clear quadratic dependence on fluence. Theoretical analysis shows that the

production is a combination of the two-photon ionization of Ne8! ground state and a high-order sequential

process involving single-photon production and ionization of transient excited states on a time scale faster

than the Auger decay. We find that the nonlinear direct two-photon ionization cross section is orders of

magnitude higher than expected from previous calculations.
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The invention of the optical laser enabled the first ob-
servation of second harmonic generation by Franken and
co-workers [1] in 1961, thus opening the field of nonlinear
optics. The study and application of nonlinear processes
from the microwave to the ultraviolet frequencies is ex-
tensive and well documented. Recently, those studies have
been extended to the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) photon
energy range, first with high harmonics sources [2], and
then with XUV free-electron lasers [3]. Nonlinear inves-
tigations in the x-ray regime have, to date, remained purely
a theoretical pursuit. One reason for the absence of experi-
ments is the rapid decrease of nonlinear susceptibility with
increasing frequency !. This can be seen by considering a
perturbative two-photon transition whose cross section"#2$

can be approximated as "#1$#"#10$, where "#1$ and "#10$ are
one-photon cross sections and # is the reciprocal of the
detuning [4]. For the nonresonant case, "#1$ and "#10$ can
be assumed equal and # / !"1, or, equivalently, the virtual
state lifetime is the optical period. Consequently, passing
from the visible frequencies to kilovolt x rays results in at
least a 1000-fold decrease in "#2$, thus requiring higher
intensity. The emergence of x-ray free-electron lasers
(XFEL) capable of producing intense, kilovolt x rays en-
ables the first experimental steps towards developing non-
linear short-wavelength optics, that will ultimately extend
to condensed-phase samples, for which x rays are ideal due
to their much larger penetration length and much greater
element specificity when compared to lower frequency
radiation.

This Letter reports an experimental study on the non-
linear ionization of neon atoms with intense x rays above
1 keV photon energy using the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) XFEL at the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory. Ion yield measurements performed as a func-
tion of x-ray pulse energy and frequency reveal a depen-
dence consistent with a nonlinear process. Several
mechanisms are treated in a theoretical model that pro-
duces good agreement with the observed ion distributions.
Two contributing nonlinear processes competing on the
Auger time scale are considered: two-photon, one-electron
direct ionization and two-photon, two-electron sequential
ionization involving transient excited states.
The LCLS XFEL produces%1013 photons in a%100 fs

burst over a 560–10 000 eV photon energy range (or
1:2–22 !A) [5], at a 120 Hz repetition rate (originally at
30 Hz). The experiments utilized the high-field instrumen-
tation of the Atomic, Molecular and Optical Science
(AMOS) end station, which is capable of producing a
focused x-ray beam (0.8–2 keV) with a peak intensity of
%1017 W=cm2. This unprecedented capability for produc-
ing electric fields in excess of an atomic unit [6] enables
nonlinear x-ray studies. In the x-ray regime, the nonline-
arities will be dominated by core electrons in contrast to
valence excitation at optical frequencies. This results in
some obvious physical differences: (1) the excited state is a
core vacancy, (2) the x-ray excitation rate must compete
with rapid atomic relaxation, e.g., Auger, and (3) several
electronic states can contribute.
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Nonlinear response in the x-ray regime

> Rapid decrease of two-photon absorption 
cross section with increasing frequency ν
          σ(2) ~ σ(1) ν–1 σ(1’)

> Linear response from valence-shell electrons, rather than nonlinear 
response from core-shell electrons

Use ions (Ne8+) 
without any 

valence 
electrons

High intensity 
needed: X-ray FEL 
(free-electron laser)

1s

2p
2s

two photons
from core

one photon
from valence

neutral Ne

}
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Ne8+ production at ultraintense x-rays

Picture from Nature 466, 35 (2010)

> The first LCLS experiment 
[Young et al., Nature 466, 56 
(2010)] revealed multiphoton 
ionization mechanisms in 
ultraintense x-ray pulses.

> Many electrons in Ne can be 
stripped off through a series of 
one-photon absorption and 
relaxation (Auger decay).

Production of Ne8+
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Experimental setup

> Conducted at LCLS (Linac Coherent Light Source) X-ray FEL:
0.8–2 keV with a peak intensity ~1017 W/cm2 and 100 fs pulse duration

> Choice of a photon energy below / above K-shell threshold of Ne8+

1110 eV
below threshold

1225 eV
above threshold

Ne8+

1196 eV
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Theoretical model

> XATOM: integrated toolkit for X-ray atomic physics [ PRA 83, 033402 (2011) ]

> Photoionization

> Auger decay

> Fluorescence

> Shake-off process

> Calculate all above for all configurations (63 config. for Ne)

> Rate equation to simulate electronic damage dynamics

> Combined with coherent scattering ➔ Poster A26.15 Thu 16:00 P2
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Charge state distributions of Ne

> Even / odd alternation and effect of shake-off processes

> Less abundance of Ne9+ at 1110 eV

1225 eV: above threshold 1110 eV: below threshold
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Intensity-dependence of Ne9+ / Ne8+ ratio

threshold. Since one-photon ionization of the Ne8! ground
state is a closed channel below threshold, Ne9! production
must involve a higher-order process. Additional insight can
be obtained by studying the dependence of the Ne9!=Ne8!

ratio as a function of pulse energy, as plotted in Fig. 3 for
both photon energies. To facilitate comparison the ratios
are normalized to unity for an incident pulse energy of
0.8 mJ. The different rates for the Ne9!=Ne8! ratio as a
function of pulse energy are evident: quadratic below and
linear above threshold. The quadratic dependence below
threshold is indicative of a two-photon absorption process
and rules out any significant contribution of one-
photon (linear) absorption caused by second-harmonic
contamination.

We performed theoretical calculations in order to iden-
tify the origin of the nonlinear mechanism(s) amongst the
succession of competing one-photon processes, as well as
provide an additional constraint on the fluence. A simple
rate equation model has been shown to reproduce the main
features in the measured charge distributions [8]. The
model is based on one-photon absorption cross sections
and atomic relaxation rates obtained with a conventional
Hartree-Fock-Slater approach [7] and incorporates spatial
and temporal averaging. Not unexpected for a linear ab-
sorption model, the averaged calculated ion distribution is
insensitive to the detailed XFEL pulse shape, e.g., spikey
FEL temporal structure due to the chaotic process [5]. The
results of the model of Ref. [7] used in Ref. [8] are
presented in Fig. 2 and show good overall agreement
except that it predicts a stronger alternation in the odd-
even charge state amplitudes than measured and thus
underestimates the odd-charge state yield.

To improve our understanding, and specifically theNe9!

production below threshold, the model was modified to
include shakeoff processes as well as direct two-photon
ionization of Ne8!. Previous synchrotron studies have
shown that a significant fraction (" 25%) of Ne3! is
formed via shakeoff from neutral K-shell ionization [12].
The single and double shakeoff branching ratios following

K-shell ionization were calculated using the Hartree-Fock-
Slater method within the sudden approximation [13]. In
addition, a two-photon cross section (10#56 cm4 s) for
Ne8! ionization was adopted from the calculations of
Novikov and Hopersky [14]. Other nonlinear processes
are expected to have a weak contribution to the Ne9!

production and were neglected. The modified model
(gray bars in Fig. 2) significantly improves the agreement
with the experiment for both photon energies; e.g., the
strong alternation in the odd-even charge state distributions
is reduced. It further establishes with better than 20%
accuracy the fluence on target. However, significant dis-
crepancies remain for the Ne9! production at both photon
energies: overestimated at 1225 eV and underestimated
at 1110 eV.
The absolute value of the Ne9!=Ne8! ratio (a) above

and (b) below threshold, calculated with this modified
model (solid line), is compared to the experiment in
Fig. 4. Above threshold (1225 eV), the linear variation
(one-photon ionization ofNe8!) is well reproduced, except
near saturation for the highest pulse energies, but the model
overestimates the ratio by 40% for all pulse energies.
Below threshold (1110 eV) the agreement is poorer:
although the quadratic behavior is reproduced, it severely
underestimates theNe9! yield by an order of magnitude. In
addition, the ratio predicted using only the two-photon

FIG. 3. Normalized Ne9!=Ne8! ratio as a function of pulse
energy for 1110 eV (filled circles) and 1225 eV (open squares).
Fits yield a quadratic response at 1110 eV (solid line) and linear
behavior at 1225 eV (dashed).

FIG. 4. The measured absolute Ne9!=Ne8! ratio (symbols) as
a function of x-ray pulse energy is compared with the modified
model (solid line), incorporating shakeoff and direct two-photon
ionization of Ne8! using !$2% from Ref. [14], (a) above and
(b) below the Ne8! one-photon threshold. In (b), the dotted line
isolates the direct two-photon contribution, derived by subtract-
ing results with and without !$2% from Ref. [14]. The dashed line
is a result of the enhanced !$2% value (see text).
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1110 eV
below threshold:

quadratic

1225 eV
above threshold:

linear
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Two-photon ion. mechanisms @1110eV

Ne6+2s
1s

Ne7+✱

Ne8+ Ne8+✱

Ne9+

γ

γ

γ
σ(2) ~ 10–56 cm4 s

 from Novikov & Hopersky, 
JPB 34, 4857 (2001)

Auger decay
(long lifetime ~ 60 fs)

2γ “sequential two-
photon ionization”

“direct two-photon ionization”
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Experiment vs. Theory
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Direct two-photon ionization cross section
4860 S A Novikov and A N Hopersky

Figure 2. Cross sections !
(2)
1s of the process of excitation–ionization of the 1s shell of the neutral

neon atom (Novikov and Hopersky 2000) and its highly charged positive ions Ne6+ and Ne8+

by two linearly polarized laser beam photons in the photon energy range of 300–1400 eV. The
positions, as calculated in this paper, of relativistic values of half energy of ionization thresholds
for the 1s shell of the neon atom 1

2 IP1s(Ne0) = 434.22 eV and its ions 1
2 IP1s

!

Ne6+"

= 549.59 eV
and 1

2 IP1s
!

Ne8+"

= 597.36 eV are marked.

Figure 3. As in figure 1, but for circularly polarized photons.

Novikov & Hopersky, 
JPB 34, 4857 (2001)

The resonant excitation, 
Ne8+ 1s2→1s14p1 

(~1127 eV), is not included 
in their calculations.

σ(2) can be resonantly 
enhanced at 1110 eV.
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Experiment vs. Theory with adjusted σ(2)

1110 eV
below threshold

adjusted σ(2) ~ 700 times 
larger than that from 
Novikov & Hopersky
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Conclusion

> First experimental evidence of nonlinear absorption in the x-ray 
regime

> Quadratic dependence of the Ne9+ production when the photon 
energy is below the K-shell threshold of Ne8+

> Nonlinear response from two channels: direct two-photon 
ionization and sequential two-photon ionization with transient 
excited states competing with the Auger decay clock

> The direct two-photon ionization cross section is 2–3 orders of 
magnitude higher than expected from previous calculations.
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